§0 Introduction
The study of embeddability among infinite structures has a long tradition of invoking combinatorics. One well known example is Laver's use of Nash-Williams' combinatorial results to show that embeddability among countable order types is well quasi ordered [L] . In the study of embeddability among uncountable structures, the most prominent combinatorial principle has been the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis (GCH), which asserts that every infinite set has the least possible number of subsets. Hausdorff proved as early as 1914 using the GCH that in every infinite power there is a universal linear ordering, that is, one in which every linear ordering is embedded as a subordering. Jonsson [Jo] used the GCH to prove that classes of structures satisfying a list of 6 axioms have universal structures in all uncountable powers. See also [R] for graph theory and [MV] for model theory.
Finer combinatorial principles have come from Jensen's work in Godel's universe of constructible sets [Je] . Thus, for example, Macintyre [M] uses Jensen's diamond -a principle stronger than CH -to prove that no abelian locally finite group of size Ni is embeddable in all universal locally finite groups of size Hi, and Komjath and Pach [KP1] use the same principles to prove that there is no universal graph in power Ni among all graphs omitting K u^x .
A common property of the combinatorial principles mentioned above is that they are not provable from the usual axioms of Set Theory. Easton [E] showed that the GCH can fail for all regular cardinal. Magidor [Ma] showed the GCH could fail at N^ with GCH below it and Foreman and Woodin [FW] showed that the GCH could fail everywhere (both using large cardinals). In Spite of this, the common impression among mathematicians working in areas having intimate relations to infinite cardinals, like infinite graph theory, infinite abelian groups, and model theory, remained that the GCH was a useful assumption, while its negations were not.
In the context of embeddability this impression was fortified by Shelah's independence results. Shelah showed that universal structures in uncountable powers may or may not exist under negations of the GCH. Thus, while GCH implies the existence of universal graphs in all infinite A, the assumption A < 2 H° for regular uncountable A does not determine the 1 ur .,-<..."...
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existence or non existence of a universal graph in A (see [S3] , [Me] and [K] ).
Shelah's independence results [S 1,2,3] created the expectation that the existence of a universal structure in a class of structures in uncountable cardinalities would always be independent of negations of GCH, unless the existence was trivial (because the class of structures is "dull"). See, for example, [KS] for results about the class of lif^-free graphs that support this expectation.
The understanding of negations of the GCH at singular cardinals has changed dramatically in the last five years. The most fascinating development in this area is Shelah's bound on the exponents of singular cardinals. Shelah proved the following magnificent theorem, formulated here, though, in a way Shelah himself resents:
0.1 Theorem: If 2 Hn < #" for all n then 2*» < N W4 .
Knowing that by Cohen's results no bound can be put on the exponent of a regular cardinal, this theorem is exceptionally thrilling. A short proof of it can be found in [J] .
The formulation Shelah prefers is the following:
his formulations says that the cofinality of the partial ordering of set inclusion over countable subsets of K^ is ALWAYS smaller than N^, no matter how large N^° may be. In other words, this theorem exposes a robust structure of the partial ordering of set inclusion, which is affected by negations of the GCH in a limited way only. The reader will verify that 0.1a implies 0.1. A proof of this theorem is in Shelah's recent book on Cardinal arithmetic [S] . In this book Shelah reduces the problem of computing the exponent of a singular cardinal to an algebra of reduced products of regular cardinal, and uses a host of new and sophisticated combinatorics to analyze the structure of such reduced products.
A common property of the combinatorial principles Shelah uses in [S] and in later works on cardinal arithmetic, is that they are proved in ZFC, the usual axiomatic framework of set theory. This is necessary, since 0.1a (unlike the conclusion of 0.1) is an absolute theorem, namely assumes nothing about cardinal arithmetic.
In this paper we use some of Shelah's combinatorics to expose robust connections between the structure of embeddability over a monotone class of infinite graphs and the M. Kojman: embeddability relation of set inclusion. This is done by means of a representation theorem, that asserts the existence of a surjective homomorphism from the former relation onto the latter. One corollary is that the structure of embeddability over the class we shall study -which is defined by imposing restrictions on the the graph's end-structure -is not independent of negations of GCH, but also information that is not related to cardinal arithmetic is obtained.
Shelah's ZFC combinatorics on uncountable cardinals was found useful in the study of embeddability in several papers. In [KjSl] it was shown that if A > Ni is regular and A < 2**° then there is no universal linear ordering in A. In other words, an appropriate negation of CH determines negatively the problem of existence of a universal linear ordering in power A. Similar results were proved for models of first order theories [KjS2] ; infinite abelian groups [KjS3] and [S4] and metric spaces [S5] . But so far no application was found for infinite graphs, in spite of the existing rich and active theory of universal graphs.
The theory of universal graphs, that began with Rado's construction [R] of a countable strongly universal graph, has advanced considerably since, especially in studying universality over monotone classes (see [DHV] for motivation for this). A monotone class of graphs is always of the form Forb (F), the class of all graphs omitting a some class F of "forbidden" configurations as subgraphs. A good source for the development of this theory is the survey paper [KP1] , in which the authors suggest a generalization of universality, which they name "complexity": the complexity of a class of graphs is the least number of members in the class needed to embed as induced subgraphs all members in the class.
The complexity is 1 exactly when a strongly universal graphs exists in the class.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 a class of graphs is specified by forbidding countable configurations related to the graph's end-structure, and it is noted that by a generalization of a theorem by Diestel, Halin and Vogler the complexity of the resulting class Q at power A is at least A" 1 ". A surjective homomorphism is now constructed from the relation of (weak) embeddability over Q\ for regular A > N2 onto the relation of setinclusion over all subsets of reals of cardinality < A. Combining both results, max{ A+, 2**° } is set as a lower bound for the complexity of Gx for regular A > Ni.
In Section 2 a certain continuity property of the homomorphism from Section 1 is If G\ is isomorphic to a subgraph of G2 we write G\ < w G2 and we write G\ < G2
if G\ is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G2. We also say the G\ is embeddable (embeddable as an induced subgraph) if G\ < w G2 (G\ < G2).
Classes of graphs will be denoted by Q and T and are always assumed to be closed
a set of graphs then Forb (F) is the class of all graphs without a subgraph in F. Let G\ be M. Kojman: embeddability the set of all isomorphism types of Q whose cardinality is A. The relations < and < w are reflexive and transitive, and therefore {G\,<) and (Gx,<w) are quasi-ordered sets for all classes Q and cardinals A.
Let cp(?A> the complexity of Gx, be the least cardinality of a subset D C Gx with the property that for every G G Gx there exists G' G D such that G <G'; the weak complexity is defined by replacing < by < w (see [KP] ). Clearly, wcpG < cp£ for any class G-
The complexity cp Gx is 1 iff there is a graph G* G Gx with the property that every member of Gx is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G*. Such a graph G* is called universal in A (or, sometimes, "strongly universal") for the class G-wcp£/A = 1 is equivalent to the existence of a weakly universal element in Gx- 
We remark that the least cardinality of a dominating subset is defined for every quasiordered set, and bears the name "cofinality"; but we stick here to the customary graphtheoretic and set theoretic existing terminologies and refer to the former as "complexity"
and to the latter as "covering number". We shall need the following combinatorial tool: A sequence C as in the theorem is called a "club guessing sequence". If the cs are thought of as "guesses", then the theorem says that for every club (measure 1) set stationarily many (positive measure) of the guesses are successful.
Definition
Suppose C is a club guessing sequence as above. We define two guessing ideals over A, id a (C) and id 6 (C), as follows:
(
cs ^* means that an end segment of cs is contained in E.
Thus a set X C A is in id a (C) iff there are no stationarily many 5 G X such that cs is contained in E for some club E, and X C A is in \& b {C) iff there are no stationarily many S G X such that cs is almost (=except for a proper initial segment) contained in E for some club E.
The ideal id a (C) is a A-complete ideal over A and id
(C) is normal. Also, id (C) C id b (C).
Definition:
Let u be the set of natural numbers. Let Fin be the set of all finite subsets of co. Two subsets I,7Cw are equivalent mod Fin iff the symmetric difference X \Y UY \ X G Fin. By V(u>) we denote the power set of w and by P(u) we denote V(u)/Fin the set of all equivalence classes of subsets of u> modulo Fin.
Finally, we need a few definitions about reduced powers. A reduced power is a generalization of ultra-power. Both result together can be understood as follows: a singular 2 K° affects the structure of embeddability in a broad spectrum of classes of infinite graphs below the continuum, but a large regular 2 H° may have no effect on the class of all graphs and the classes handled by Mekler and Shelah.
It is reasonable to ask if for some "reasonably defined" class of graphs for which the structure of embeddabilty below 2 H° is influenced by the size of 2 H°. In this section we show that forbidding certain countable configurations gives rise to a class with such a desired connection. The configurations we forbid are related to the end structure of graphs.
A ray in a graph G is a 1-way infinite path. A tail of a ray R C G is an infinite connected subgraph of R. Two rays in G are tail-equivalent iff they share a common tail. Tail-equivalence is an equivalence relation on rays.
We mention in passing that tail-equivalence is a refinement of end-equivalence. For more on both relations see [D] .
Let Q be the class of all graphs G satisfying that for every v € G the induced subgraph of G spanned by G [v] has at most one ray up to tail-equivalence.
Claim:
There is a non-empty set T of countable graphs, each containing an infinite path, such that Q = Forb (F). Thus the relation of embeddability among members of Gx is at least as complicated as inclusion among subsets of reals of cardinality at most A.
Corollary:
If A > Ni is regular then wcpGx > max{A+,2* 0 }. This theorem will be extended to singular values of A in the next section.
We turn now to the proof of the theorem. The homomorphism $ will be factored through a reduced product of the inclusion relation over subsets of reals. We will prove the following stronger formulation:
Theorem: Suppose that A > Ni is regular. Then (0) there is a surjective homomorphism $ : (Gx, <w) -> ([R-]~Ai Q) (1) $ from (1) can be chosen to be a composition i/jcp where ip is a surjective homomorphism to a reduced power ([R]-
A , C) // for some normal ideal I over A.
Proof. : First let us notice that ([R]-A ,C) is a homomorphic image of ([R]-A ,C) // for every ideal /: Suppose that A is a representative of an equivalence class of ([R]-A )
A /I.
Define t/>([A]) := {x G R : {S < A : x G A(<5)} g I}. In words, rl>([A]) is the set of all reals
that appear in a positive set of coordinates. It is routine to check that the definition of I/J does not depend on the choice of a representative and that ip is a homomorphism.
Thus it suffices to prove that there is a surjective homomorphism <p : {Gx,<w) ~> ([R]-A , C) // for some normal ideal / over A. This is in fact more than needed for (0).
The set R can be replaced here by any set of equal cardinality. It is convenient for us to work with P(UJ) = V(u)/Fin.
We shall define a mapping tp : (Gx,<) -> ([^(^)]~A,Q)
A // after specifying /. We shall show that <p is well defined, is a homomorphism and is surjective. For the definition of the mapping we fix a club guessing sequence ~C = (c s : 5 G S), S C A stationary and otp cs = u> for c<j in G. Now let / = id 6 (G). For each 8 € S = S£ let (a* : n < w) be the increasing enumeration of c$.
Given G G Q\ we define ^(G) after choosing two auxiliary parameters on G. First, we pick a well ordering < of G of order type A, namely a bijection h between the vertices of G and the ordinals below A, and second, we fix a mapping r so that r(v) = 0 for v £ G in case there are no rays in G [v] and r(v) is a ray in G[t>] otherwise.
Let 6r a>< = {t; 6 G : /i(t/) < a} for a < A. When < is unambiguous we write G a for £<*,< p or a ver f; ex v £ G and an ordinal 5 E S we define:
(1) ¥><, r (v, <*) = ({n < a; :
Thus <^< ?r (^,^) belongs to P(CJ). The definition in (1) (v, S) can be made any prescribed element of V(u) by a suitable choice of <.
But replacing r(v) by a tail-equivalent r'(v) produces at most a finite change in {n < u : r(v) D G ttn C r(v) n G an+1 } and therefore does not change the definition (1).

Now let (2)
Since \G\ = A, we conclude that 
The sequence {<p <<r (G,8) : 5 € S) belongs to ([^(w)]^A)
A , and we let <p<, r (G) be the equivalence class of this sequence in the reduced power mod /.
Proposition:
(a) The definition of (p(G) does not depend on the choice of < and r.
(b) tp is a homomorphism: if G\ < G2 then <p{G\) C/ </?(G 2 ).
(c) <£> is surjective.
Proof: : We shall prove (a) and (b) simultaneously by proving (d) If G\ < G2 are in Q\ and <i, < 2 ,n,r 2 are any parameters as in (1) above for Gi,G 2 respectively, then <p <uri (Gi) Qi ¥>< 2 ,r 2 (G 2 )
Then (a) follows from (d) by putting G\ = G2 = G and (b) follows from (a) and (d).
Let <i, <2,^i,^2 be given. We need to show that (p< u r x (Gi) Cj ^< 2 ,r 2 (G2), namely, that:
Fixing an embedding from G\ to G 2 we assume, without loss of generality, that Gi is a subgraph of G 2 . The following set is closed unbounded in A by a standard back and forth argument: (e) G a eG and for every /? < a and t; G G/?+i \ G^ the set G a [v] \ Gp is independent.
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Suppose first that this construction is carried out, and let G = U a <A^«-This is a graph of cardinality A. By (e) it follows that G belongs to Gp[v] contains at most one ray up to tail-equivalence because G73+1 G Q (condition (e)) and G [v] \ Gp = U/?< a <A ^«H \ Gp is an independent set by (e) and therefore contains no rays at all.
Fix any well ordering < of G of order type A. It is standard to check that for a closed unbounded set E C A it holds that G a = G a< for all a G E. We may restrict attention to this set of indices alone. Suppose now that 8' G S n E and let 7 < A be given. Find Let (7 n : n < LJ) C CV be the increasing enumeration of X$,p. By induction on n < u choose vertices z n G G 7n so that z n +\ is connected to z n and G^[z n ] contains no rays. This is possible by condition (b) and the induction hypothesis, that implies that only the vertices y(5 f ,f3) contain rays in their neighbourhoods. Then connect y (8',(3) to all z n . The requirement that z n has no rays in its neighbourhood is not needed before Section 4, where it is needed to show that the graphs constructed here lies in a proper subclass. For the purpose of this proof it can be ignored. Conditions (a)-(c),(e) hold as in the previous case.
Condition (d) was just handled. A §2 Continuity, singulars and r-subgraphs
In this section we study the homomorphism $ from Theorem 1.8 and show it has a certain continuity property.
As a result we will be able to prove that Theorem 1.9 holds also for many singular cardinals fi.
Definition:
For G\,G 2 G Q\ say that G\ is an r-subgraph of G 2 iff G\ is a subgraph
r is a function on G 2 such that r(x) is a ray in G 2 [x] if such a ray exists and 0 otherwise, thenVzeGi(r(a;)C*Gi). On the other hand, suppose that A G $(G), and we will show that for some a < f3
Claim
we have A G $(G a ).
Let <,r and < a ,^a be chosen parameters for G and for every G a for a < /? respectively, as in the definition of (p. For every a < (3 there is a set X a G / such that for every S G A \ X a and every v G G a for which r(v) ^ 0 condition (8) in the proof of Proposition 1.11 holds:
Let X = (J a </3^«-By A-completeness of / we know that X £ I. Suppose S G A \ X let veG. Since Y' is positive this shows that A G $(G a ) and thus completes the proof.
Corollary: If fi is singular and \i smaller than the first cardinal fixed point of second
order, then cp^M > max{^+,2** 0 }.
Proof. We address only the term 2**°, the other following from 1. <A so that X C |J F (see [KjSl] ,4.5). So while F a itself may not be dominating in ([G a ] A , C), the set of all unions of < A members of G a is dominating (but has cardinality larger than fi in this case). We may assume, by increasing each A G To. to a larger set of the same cardinality, that each A G T<x spans an r-subgraph of G a , and abusing notation we shall not distinguish between A and the subgraph it spans.
The cardinality of the following set is K X JI: Using the surjectivity of $, fix a graph G G Gx with $(G) = J5.
Suppose to the contrary that G is isomorphic to a subgraph of G a for some a < 2*°. The first is that it extends the result to singular cardinals. The second is that also it says something stronger than setting a lower bound for complexity: it says that for every set of fewer than 2**°m embers in Q^ there is a smaller graph G G Gx for some regular A < fi. The second statement holds for all regular A > ^ below the first fixed point of second order as well, by the same proof.
Generalization to higher cardinals
We state now the most general form of representation we know for Q. This involves replacing club guessing using Q-S of order type u) with club guessing using Q-S of order type /x, for some // of cofinality No- This difficulty vanishes if we demand that Cs C 2£, namely work with / = id a (C) rather than / = id 6 (C).
Since normality of / was not used so far (only A-completeness), all the results so far hold when replacing / = id b (C) by the A-complete / = id a (C). (Normality will be needed in Section 4). The complexity cpQ\ measures the "depth" or "height" of the quasi ordering (G\, <).
Another legitimate way to measure how complicated a quasi-ordering is, is by estimating its "width", namely the supremum of cardinalities of anti-chains. In this context it means calculating the possible number of pair-wise non-embeddable graphs in the class.
We use the representation Theorem from Section 2 to prove that in the class Q under study this number is alway the maximal possible in every regular A > Ni. This result used no cardinal arithmetic assumptions. The idea is to use the homomorphism to pull back antichains from the range. Since the range of $ may be too small (if, say, A > 2**°), we have to use (p. The existence of antichains in the range of cp follows from the completeness of / for all successor A and from the normality of / for inaccessible A, by the recent [GS] .
This recent result of Gitik and Shelah asserts that for all regular uncountable cardinals A > Ni, every normal ideal concentrating on the ordinals below A with cofinality No is not A + saturated (see [GS] 
Tbw <p(G m ) %i <p(G m ). A
Discussion
The property 4>(G) = A can be regarded as a strong homogeneity property:
modulo /, all rays in neighbourhoods of elements of G converge to their supremum (when the graphs is well ordered) in exactly one of two possible convergence rates. Yet, the graphs G v chosen above are pairwise incomparable. §4 A decomposition Theorem
Forbidding a few more countable configurations enables a decomposition theorem: we prove that such a graph is r-indecomposable iff its image is a singleton.
4,1 Definition: Suppose that A > Ni is regular and that $ : Gx ~> [R]-
A is the homomorphism from Theorem 1.10. Say that G G Gx is (r, A)-indecomposable iff for every p < A and r-subgraphs {G a : a < (3) so that G = U a </? G^ there is some a < /3 such that *(G) = *(<?«). (1) Let Q* be the subclass of Q resulting by forbidding all graphs in T*. 
4-2 Claim: Suppose that
